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There have been many adult females in history who are known today by 

their different features. For illustration Beverly Allitt. known as the “ Angel of 

Death” a paediatric nurse who killed 4 kids and injured 5. Queen Victoria 

supported an act of parliament 1938 which abolished bondage in the 

settlements of the British Empire. This goes to demo that although people 

may believe adult females are all likewise. they are most decidedly non. Kate

Keller of Arthur Miller’s All My Sons and Gertrude of Shakespeare’s Hamlet 

are both really different characters who portion but really few similarities 

throughout the two dramas. Ones cognizing of their partner’s offense 

committed. one’s action of lying. and their different degrees of intelligence. 

all prove that the two adult females are both different. 

Incorporated in both Hamlet and All My Sons. are enigmas. In Hamlet of 

class. is the enigma of Hamlet’s father’s decease. Who murdered him? 

Claudius. we know. However Gertrude did non cognize. There is no grounds 

that she had any thought of it. although Hamlet does impeach her. at one 

event in the drama. of cognizing that Claudius is a slayer. Whereas Kate from

All My Sons knows everything about what her hubby Joe. has done. She 

knows he is guilty of the deceases of the pilots. 

It is apparent from the beginning of the drama that Kate is in fact guilty of 

something. When Ann shows up. her behavior towards her is unusual. and of 

class. she acts this manner because she is afraid that Ann may cognize 

something that will convey the truth out. She will non allow travel of the 

possibility that Larry is alive. which brings in foreshadows. For illustration 

when she says to Joe. “ You above all have got to believe. you…” ( 1. 309-

312 ) Ann’s brother George goes by the house shortly after Ann arrives. He 
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had merely visited their male parent in prison. and has come full of fury. 

Kate notices. and rapidly lures him in with her appeal. and motherly features 

to do him about bury why he was angry. to protect her and Joe from the 

secret they have been maintaining. This is a large factor which differentiates 

the two characters. Gertrude and Kate. One knew of the offense committed. 

and the other did non. 

Kate from All My Sons seems to be a really cagey adult female. In fact. she is

highly intelligent. She is cognizant of everything that could travel incorrect. 

She is really careful in what she says and does. and she knows how to 

manage any bump in the route. She does so. throughout the drama. like 

when Ann’s brother George arrives. However. her being intelligent does non 

do her a really rational character. 3 old ages after the disappearing of her 

boy Larry. she still hopes to believe he is alive. She clings to that thought. 

She believes in any given “ sign” or superstitious notion. Like for illustration 

the whole state of affairs of the horoscope. Gertrude from Hamlet is less 

intelligent. 

She is more nescient. She is taken in by Claudius’ expressions and personal 

appeal. and rapidly marries him. You would believe she must hold known 

about Claudius being her husband’s liquidator. jumping in to a matrimony 

with her brother in-law so rapidly. However. she knows nil. It was no act of 

naughtiness. merely an act of ignorance. demoing she may non hold even 

loved Hamlet’s male parent at all. or really small. Hamlet besides acts 

unusual around Gertrude. He is disgusted by his mother’s actions. Gertrude 

does non hold a hint as to why he acts that manner. until he tells her. Merely

so does she recognize her actions were been incorrect. 
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Kate is a adult female known to hold a big capacity for love. She loves her 

household. obviously. She does nevertheless hold an even larger capacity for

lying. She knows that Joe sent out the chapped cylinder caputs out. and 

caused the decease of several pilots. She and Joe both keep the secret. She 

hopes and prays that her boy Larry is still alive to non hold to cover with the 

fact that his ain male parent was the cause of his decease. She states. “ As 

long as you live that male child will be alive. that male child is alive. God 

does non allow a boy be killed by his male parent. ” Gertrude on the other 

manus does non lie the manner Kate does. Yes. she does lie to herself about 

the possible effects of her hapless actions. but I wouldn’t see it as peculiarly 

lying. I see it more as ignorance. Simply. she is declining to believe the truth.

Therefore. Kate Keller is a prevaricator. while Gertrude is non. 

You may state that both Kate and Gertrude portion the same motherly 

features. They both have strong connexions with their boies. Nevertheless. 

Kate seems to hold a more echt love for her boy. Gertrude is more selfish. 

She hurries in to a matrimony shortly after Hamlet’s male parent dies. and 

does non believe of the injury it will make to her boy. Kate. although she 

does lie. shows that she truly loves her boies. and that she ever wants the 

best for Chris. 

It is clear that Gertrude of Shakespeare’s Hamlet and Kate Keller of Arthur 

Miller’s All My Sons are two really different characters. Gertrude is guiltless. 

in non cognizing the offense Claudius has committed. where Kate Keller does

cognize the offense her hubby has committed. Both adult females have 

different features. Kate being smarter than Gertrude is one of them. And in 

conclusion. portion a different love for their boies. proprietor 
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